TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
we might expect. I remember how impressed^ I was by
an enormous poster outside the Coronet, of "Two Little
Vagabonds", a pair with enormous eyes, curly hair, knees and
elbows conscientiously pushed through their clothing, clinging
together against the world, behind a broken-down caravan
in a storm; sprawling right across the poster was a verse which
reminded me in a most gratifying way of my own style of poetry
at that period.
Two little Vagabonds, lost and astray,
Flowers that blossom by life's stony way,
Lift up your heads to tie wonderland blue,
In the distance is waiting God's sunshine for you.
Many years later, when a play of mine was being rehearsed at
the St. Martin's with Miss Hilda Trevelyan, I made the ecstatic
discovery that she had been one of the original little Vagabonds
(flowers that blossom by life's stony way) crouching on the poster
outside the Coronet. Of course Barrie could write Waiferage
plays till all was wonderland blue; so could Charlie Chaplin in
slightly different idiom. However we may scoff, the vogue can
never quite die out. And if it had seemed moribund during the
era when Evelyn Waugh summed up for our irony and pity the
Nothing-Sacred set miscalled the Bright Young Things, it has
now been brought back with a vengeance (though the vengeance
is yet to come) during a war which has made nearly the whole
world into one vast Waiferage in search of refuge; homeless and
hunted with stinging-nettles.
I seem to remember writing two one-act Waiferage plays in
my teens, plaintive trifles which must have been a great relief to
my overcharged heart. The heroine of one was a lonely under-
study in a fifth-rate touring company, the butt of the troupe, who
worshipped the-leading man and suddenly got her chance, because
the leading lady was mmiflg, to play her part—"for one night
only" (tide of play)— Only to discover at the last moment ttat
die leading man had eloped with the leading lady and that his
part was also being played by an understudy. It is perhaps needless
for me to say that the curtain came down on die lonely
litde dressing-room Waif staring straight in front of her into a
Dostoievsky future, while her comrades silently made a tiptoe
exit. Recalling it now in the light of some thirty-five years*
experience as a writer, ftristiH strikes me as not at all a bad plot; but
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